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Discrete logarithm problem in cryptography

Given a cyclic group (G, ?) with a generator g, and another element h, find the integer s such that h = g?s := g ? g ? . . . ? g︸ ︷︷ ︸
s times

.
This problem is exponentially hard in some particular groups. Even with your laptop, you cannot solve it in such groups.

Example 1. (Z/nZ, +)

Let n be an integer ≥ 2.
With the addition law,

G = Z/nZ is a cyclic group.
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For n = 15, g = 8 is a generator.
The discrete logarithm is easy:

if h = s× 8, we recover s using a division:
s = h/8

Example 2. Invertibles of a finite field F×pk

The set of invertibles of a finite field Fpk is a cyclic group for the multipli-
cation law. Subexponential algorithms compute the discrete logarithm on
these groups. The discrete logarithm problem is solved in subexponential
time: it is the flagship topic of CARAMBA team (LORIA).

Diffie-Hellman

Let G = 〈g〉 with a hard discrete logarithm problem.
Alice and Bob can share a common secret:

a ∈ Z b ∈ Z

g?a

g?b

Step 1. Alice and Bob choose secret integers a and b
Step 2. Alice sends to Bob g?a

Step 3. Bob sends to Alice g?b

Step 4. The common secret is (g?a)?b

Example 3. Elliptic curves

Points of an elliptic curve defined over Fp

with the geometric group law described be-
low is a finite abelian group. The discrete
logarithm problem is solved in exponential
time on this group. The best algorithm is
O(
√

#G) on a cyclic subgroup of the curve
group of points.
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Quantum computer

Discrete logarithm problem on a quantum computer is solved in
polynomial time for finite fields and elliptic curves !

Rachel Deyts (2018)

Isogeny of elliptic curves

An isogeny is a morphism of elliptic curves ϕ : E1 −→ E2 such that
ϕ(0E1) = 0E2. Recover the isogeny ϕ from the two curves E1 and E2 is
hard when deg(ϕ) is large, even with a quantum computer.

Diffie-Hellman becomes post-quantum
resistant using isogenies.

NIST Standardization key-exchange:
Alice and Bob choose a secret walk on the graph of supersingular curves
defined over Fp2 (also possible over Fp).
They publish their target curves and additional informations.
They compute their walk from the other curve to get a common shared
curve.

Isogeny graph over Fp

Example of degree 3 isogeny graph over Fp.
The graph is a volcano.

Isogeny graph over Fp2
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Example of degree 3 isogeny graph over Fp2.
The graph is expander.
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/* */ E,C,
/* */ c,r,
/* */ u,l,

e,s,
i=5,

d[5],Q[999 ]={0};main(n ){for
(;i--;e=scanf("%" "d",d+i));for(C =*d;
++i<C ;++Q[ i*i% C],c= i[Q]?
c:i); for(;i --;) for(u =C;u
--;n +=!u*Q [l%C ],e+= Q[(C
+l*l- c*s* s%C) %C]) for(
l=i,s=u,r=4;r;E= i*l+c*u*s,s=(u*l +i*s)
%C,l=E%C+r --[d]);printf ("%d"

"\n",
(e+n*
n)/2

/* cc caramba.c; echo f3 f2 f1 f0 p | ./a.out */ -C);}
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